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They're back!

The Ghostbusters are returning with twice the know-how

and twice the particle power to save the world . . . again.

Reuniting from the first "Ghostbusters" are producer/

director Ivan Reitman and cast members Bill Murray, Dan

Aykroyd, Sigourney Weaver, Harold Ramis, Rick Moranis, Ernie

Hudson and Annie Potts. Joining them in a villainous role is

Peter Hac icol. Ramis and Aykroyd, who wrote the first

screenplay, have also scripted the sequel.

In their previous adventure, the boys saved New York City

from the powerful and demonic "gatekeeper" but left a pile of

rubble in their path, leading the cost—conscious city to slap

the heroes with a judicial restraining order prohibiting them

from pursuing their chosen vocation.

Four years have passed since the Ghostbusters were last

called into action. Dr. Peter Venkman (Bill Murray), the

noted parapsychologist and charmer, has been relegated to

hosting a cult cable TV talk show dealing with psychic

phenomena. Former Ghostbusters Ray Stantz (Dan Aykroyd) and
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Winston Zeddemore (Ernie Hudson) earn their living by

entertaining at children's birthday parties.

And techno-wizard Egon Spengler (Harold Ramis) is

continuing his research on the effect of human emotional

states on the psychomagnetic energy field.

Dana Barrett's (Sigourney Weaver) relationship with

Venkman fell apart. She married another man and they had a

child, but the marriage dissolved. Now Dana is a single

parent living in New York with an B-month-old boy, Oscar

(played by twins William T. and Henry J. Deutschendorf), and

working at the Manhattan Museum of Art alongside an intense,

quirky art restorer, Janosz Poha (Peter Mac icol).

Everything appears normal until Oscar's baby carriage

mysteriously rolls off on its own and into the oncoming

traffic. Dana makes a breathtaking rescue of her child but

recognizes that the supernatural has re-entered her life and

is threatening her baby. Who's she gonna call?

The Ghostbusters can't resist Dana's pleas for help,

especially the still-smitten Venkman. Rejoining the boys in

their new adventure are their fearless accountant and newly

accredited attorney, Louis (Rick Horanis), and their ever-

patient secretary, Janine (Annie Potts).

The executive producers of "Ghostbusters II" are Bernie

Brillstein, Joe Medjuck and Michael C. Gross. Sheldon Kahn is

the associate producer/editor, Gordon Webb is the associate
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producer/unit production manager and Michael Chapman is the

director of photography.

About the Erggggtign . . .

"We had all worked together for a number of years on

various things and in various combinations," Reitman recalls

about the family of actors he worked with on the first

"Ghostbusters." "He all thought about the experience of

making a sequel to ‘Ghostbusters,' and the idea seemed too

much fun to resist."

Aykroyd, who always thought there was more than one story

for the Ghostbusters, says the new film has "more of a basis

in human behavior and in real values than did the first one."

Five years after the first "Ghostbusters," and working

with Ramis and Aykroyd as writers, Reitman was ready to tackle

the challenge of "telling a story that would be surprising

again," the producer/director says.

"The good news about sequels is that the audience has

great expectations and that they know and enjoy the

characters," Reitman continues. "Part of the success of the

first film was the friendliness of the characters to the

audience and vice versa. Half the comedy is anticipation of

what you know they're going to do, because you know what

they're like. It's like being with old friends."

Hurray was drawn to the project primarily by the

opportunity to work with old friends.
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"It was appealing to get back together with these people,

because they all know what they're doing, they're all funny,

and they're all nice to be with," he says.

Reitman, Ramis and Aykroyd had all observed the intensity

of negative emotions in the real world, which led to a story

idea for "Ghostbusters II": A river of slime, which grows in

response to people's negative emotions, flows under New York

and threatens to engulf the city.

"The combined negative energy, with so many people being

so nasty for so many years," Ramis notes, "develops a real

power, which can negatively affect people's lives. This thick

sludge was building up under the city, and it's causing all

kinds of trouble. We've personified the evil in the form of a

demonic spirit that's waiting to make its return to the

world."

The slime's negative influence may have reached beyond

the storyline and been responsible for the worst shooting

experience any of the actors had, according to Ramis. Having

survived submersion in slime, he, Aykroyd and Hudson surface

through a manhole onto a New York City street. The scene was

shot around 2 a.m. in December in lower Manhattan with the

temperature below zero and a strong wind whipping off the

Battery.
"So the three of us had to squeeze into this hole," Ramis

remembers, "which was about four feet by five feet by two and

a half feet. Three big guys had to get in there, contort
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ourselves around these big phone couplers, and then they just

poured gallons of slime over our heads. Then they smoked up

the hole with artificial smoke and put the lid on. It was as

close to being trapped in a building after an earthquake or

mine disaster as you could imagine."

The actors did three angles on it in about 12 takes. The

next morning, however, Reitman and executive producer Joe

Medjuck had to tell them that the main camera had

malfunctioned and the scene would have to be shot again.

"It was like a nightmare," Ramis shudders. "At first we

thought he was kidding, because after that experience, it

would've been a great joke. But he wasn't, and we did the

scene twice."

Speaking on behalf of slime, special—effects wizard Joe

Day assured them that since the product was biodegradable, "we

can pour it over their heads, into their eyes and everything.

It won't hurt anybody, and it will wash out of clothes. It

peels right off after it dries, and," Day swears, "it's even

edible."

The slime is a mixture of liquid vegetable—based methocel

mixed with universal food colorings. The approximately

100,000 gallons of the mixture were blended several different

ways to get specific consistencies and colors depending on

whether it had to encase a building or, star that it is,

"perform" in close—ups of its own.
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In addition to the return of slime and the Slimer

character, the famous Ectomobile—l is back, getting a new look

after the boys go back into business. The re-christened 1959

Cadillac ambulance, now the Ecto—1A, has three added batteries

tucked under the hood to work the multiple layers of lights on

the roof, including the new computerized signboards. A fresh

coat of paint and a fine-tuning of the souped—up eight-

cylinder engine put the classic vehicle back to work

transporting the Ghostbusters.

Production designer Bo Welch saw that his challenge was

to either find or build a New York City in which the physical

accretions of history, the architecture of bygone eras, would

serve as visual counterpoints to the Ghostbusters' ersatz

high—tech equipment and activities. Three major sets were the

museum, which was New York's Custom House and is a

neoclassical revivalist landmark: Bill Murray's loft, in a

turn-of-the-century cast-iron commercial building: and the Van

Horne underground pneumatic tube station, which dates back to

the 19th century.

In his attempt to set the story in a believable context,

Welch researched Alfred Eli Beech's brainstorm of building New

York's first underground transportation experiment in 1870.

The city, which was still very involved in the streetcar

business, chose to kill Beech's idea and cover over his hole.

"Throughout this movie," Welch comments, "most of the

wall surfaces are very textured and busy, which to me does two
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things. It says New York is crowded, almost to the point

where it's irritating, and it also reminds you of how long New

York's been there. Furthermore, all these very active, busy

surfaces seem to me to have the potential to manifest

themselves in a supernatural way."

Visual—effects supervisor Dennis Muren, from Industrial

Light & Hagic, was brought in by Reitman as soon as there was

a first draft, and he worked closely with the director and the

production designer in an effort that Huren hopes will appear

"seamless." ILM, known as the state of the art in special-

effects work and whose credits include the "Star Wars" and

"Indiana Jones" films, was faced with the challenge of

creating fanciful ghosts that would be interesting to

audiences.

"In addition to being vaporous and flying around," Muren

says, "the ghosts can change their shape easily as they move

with a lot of what we call ‘squash and stretch.'"

Muren concedes that ILH's most difficult task was

creating the river of slime -- how it looked, how it moved and

how it should be presented as a living being. Part of the

solution surfaced in the form of "diamond dust," which is a

material that gives the sparkle to cars with metallic paint

jobs.

"Multiple colors of diamond dust in the liquid, flowing

along, agitated with manifolds and pumps and shot at a certain

frame rate and aligned in a specific way, make it all look
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like it's a boiling, churning operation. Like a being, a

living being," Huren says, smiling.

Abggt the gas; . . .

1LL_§QEBA1 (Dr. Peter Venkman), one of the leading comic

actors in films today, moved in as "the new guy" on "Saturday

Night Live," filling the void left by the departing Chevy

Chase. He quickly introduced a new wave of popular characters

—- including the oily lounge singer, a name-dropping movie

critic and the infamous Todd, known for his "noogies" -- and

earned an Emmy for writing in the show's second year.

Murray went on to star in eight feature films, including

the recently released "Scrooged," in which he appeared as the

youngest and meanest television executive, Frank Cross. He

starred for director Ivan Reitman in "Meatballs" (1979),

"Stripes" (1981) and "Ghostbusters" (1984). He appeared in

"Hr. Mike's Hondo Video" (1979), played Hunter S. Thompson in

"Where the Buffalo Roam" (1980) and was Dustin Hoffman's

roommate in "Tootsie" (1982). with director John Byrum,

Murray adapted the screenplay for "The Razor's Edge" (1984),

which he starred in, and appeared as a masochistic dental

patient in "Little Shop of Horrors" (1986).

The National Association of Theatre Owners named Hurray

its Star of the Year in 1984, and the following year Hurray

was honored by the Hasty Pudding Theatre Club and was awarded

UCLA's Jack Benny Award for Excellence in Entertainment.
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This summer, Hurray is starring in and co-directing the

film "Quick Change."

QA _A1K3Q1Q (Dr. Raymond Stantz) returns to the sequel of

"Ghostbusters" as a star and co-writer with Harold Ramis. The

Canadian—born Aykroyd found early success writing and

performing for the improvisational comedy group Second City.

He later became one of the founding writer/performers of the

popular weekly comedy program "Saturday Night Live," which

earned him an Emmy in 1977.

- Aykroyd made his American feature debut in Steven

Spielberg's "1941," having previously appeared in the Canadian

picture "Love at First Sight." In addition to "Ghostbusters,"

Aykroyd's other film credits include "Trading Places" (which

he also co—wrote), "Twilight Zone —- The Movie," "Neighbors,"

"Doctor Detroit," "The Blues Brothers" (which he co—wrote),

"Spies Like Us," "Dragnet," "The Great Outdoors," "Hy

Stepmother Is an Alien" and the upcoming action-adventure

comedy "Loose Cannons," with Gene Hackman, and "Driving Miss

Daisy."

SIGOUBEY WEAVER (Dana Barrett) made her motion picture

debut in "Alien" and was nominated for an Oscar for her

reprise of the role of Ripley in the sequel, "Aliens." This

year she earned two more Oscar nominations and received Golden

Globe Awards for her portrayals of the passionate naturalist
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Dian Fossey in "Gorillas in the Hist" and the villainous boss

in "Working Girl."

In addition to starring in the first "Ghostbusters,"

Weaver has been seen in "Eyewitness," with William Hurt: "The

Year of Living Dangerously," opposite Mel Gibson: "One Woman

or Two," with Gerard Depardieu: and "Half Moon Street,"

opposite Michael Caine.

Weaver's career has also included numerous off-Broadway,

regional theater and Broadway roles. She made her off-

Broadway debut in Christopher Durang's "The Nature and Purpose

of the Universe" and received a Tony nomination for her

performance in the Broadway production of "Hurlyburly."

ABQLQ_3AM;§ (Dr. Egon Spengler) returns to "Ghostbusters

II" as star and co-writer with Dan Aykroyd. Ramis has also

co-written the top-grossing films "National Lampoon's Animal

House," "Meatballs," "Stripes" (in which he appeared), "Club

Paradise" and "Back to School" (which he executive produced).

He wrote and made his directorial debut in "Caddyshack,"

starring Chevy Chase, performed the same chores on "Club

Paradise," starring Robin Williams, and directed the

enormously popular "National Lampoon's Vacation."

Ramis' appearance in "Baby Boom" marked his debut as an

actor in a film he hadn't written, produced or directed. He

was seen recently opposite Mark Harmon and Jodie Foster in

"Stealing Home."
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RIQK MQBANIS (Louis Tully) was the Ghostbusters'

accountant in the first film and returns to "Ghostbusters II"

advising the boys on their legal rights, having completed law

school at night.

Moranis came to the attention of American audiences as

one of the creative influences of the popular television

series "SCTV." He won an Emmy for writing that series, and

one of the many characters he brought to life on "SCTV," the

crazed Bob McKenzie, became the basis for his motion picture

debut in "Strange Brew," which he also co—wrote and co-

directed.

Moranis was seen in the dramatic film "Streets of Fire"

and in the comedies "Club Paradise," "Head Office,"

"Brewster's Millions," "The Wild Life" and "Spaceballs." He

also starred as Seymour, the florist who specialized in the

exotic, in "Little Shop of Horrors," and this summer he'll be

seen in "Honey, I Shrunk the Kids" and "Parenthood."

£N1E_gQQ§QN (Winston Zeddemore) has been busily working

in feature films, movies for television and on episodic and

comedy series. In addition to the first "Ghostbusters,"

Hudson has appeared in "Leviathan," "The Wrong Guys,"

"Collision Course," "Trapper County War," "Weeds," "Joy of

Sex," "Spacehunter: Adventures in the Forbidden Zone," "Two

of a Kind," "Going Berserk," "Penitentiary II," "The Jazz

Singer" and "The Main Event."
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Hudson's television films have included "The Dirty Dozen:

The Fatal Mission," "California Girls," "Love on the Run,"

"Women of San Quentin" and "Crazy Times." The constantly

working Hudson guest-starred on episodes of "Private Eye,"

"Mike Hammer," "The Last Precinct," "St. Elsewhere," "The A-

Team" and "Flamingo Road," among others, and some of his

comedy appearances have included "Webster," "The Martin Mull

Show," "Bosom Buddies," "One Day at a Time" and "Taxi."

A 1§_£QII§ (Janine Melnitz) is currently seen on the hit

comedy series "Designing Women" as Mary Jo Shively, one of

four Southern women who own and operate an interior design

business.

Potts began her career in theater, where she acted and

designed costumes. She toured with a road company of

"Charlie's Aunt," which starred Vincent Price and Roddy

Mcbowall, and credits McDowall with helping her get into

films. In addition to her role in "Ghostbusters," she has

appeared in "Crimes of Passion," "Pretty in Pink," "Pass the

Ammo" and "Who's Harry Crumb?," with John Candy.

PETER MQQNICOL (Janosz Poha) plays Sigourney Weaver's

colleague and admirer as well as the formidable link to the

demonic Vigo of Carpathia. Mac icol is most noted for his

serious work in the motion picture "Heat," directed by R.M.
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Richards, and as part of the emotional triangle in "Sophie's

Choice," with Meryl Streep and Kevin Kline.

His extensive theater work includes productions on and

off Broadway along with appearances at the New York

Shakespeare Festival, the Dallas Theater Center, the New York

Public Theater, the Guthrie Theater, the Long Wharf Theater

and the Alaska Repertory Theater.

His television work includes a guest—starring role on

"The Days and Nights of Molly Dodd," the TV pilot "Many Happy

Days," the TV movie "Johnny Bull" and Faerie Tale Theatre's

"The Boy Who Left Home to Find Out About the Shivers."

AQQH§_§h§_Eilm k§I - - -

Producer/director 1!A_g§l1MAN was responsible for the

hugely successful comedy film "Twins," starring Arnold

Schwarzenegger and Danny Devito. He produced and directed the

comedies "Meatballs," "Stripes" and "Ghostbusters," all

starring Bill Murray, and the Robert Redford—Debra Winger

romantic adventure "Legal Eagles."

Reitman also produced the raucous "National Lampoon's

Animal House" and "Heavy Metal" and was executive producer of

"Casual Sex?" and "Feds." Reitman runs Ivan Reitman

Productions, a film and television company comprising himself,

Joe Medjuck, Michael C. Gross and Sheldon Kahn.

Reitman Productions' involvement in television includes

the Saturday morning animated series "The Real Ghostbusters,"
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now in its fourth year, and a spinoff called "Slimer! and the

Real Ghostbusters."

Executive producer QQ£_ £Q1 QK taught for 12 years at the

University of Toronto before moving to Los Angeles. While

still in Toronto, Medjuck was an editor of the film magazine

Take One and a contributor to The Canadian Forum, The London

Times, CBC radio and TV Ontario.

' Since arriving in Los Angeles, Medjuck has served as

associate producer on "Stripes," "Ghostbusters" and the

Broadway musical "Merlin," as producer of "Big Shots" and as

executive producer of "Legal Eagles," "Twins," the animated TV

series "The Real Ghostbusters" and the spinoff series "Slimer!

and the Real Ghostbusters."

Executive producer MICHAEL Q, QBQSS, a successful graphic

designer, met Ivan Reitman while Reitman was staging "The

National Lampoon Show" in New York. Gross, who had been

design director for National Lampoon in the early '70s, was

assigned to design the poster for the show. Several years

later, when Reitman produced the animated "Heavy Metal," Gross

was set as associate producer/production designer. He earned

an Emmy nomination for his contribution to the 1981 season of

NscTv_ ll

Subsequently, Gross was associate producer for

"Ghostbusters" and executive producer of "Legal Eagles" and

" more -
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"Twins." He is also executive producer of the animated TV

series "The Real Ghostbusters" and the spinoff series "Slimer!

and the Real Ghostbusters."

Associate producer/editor 5 LQQN_§AN continues his

association with Ivan Reitman on "Ghostbusters II," having

worked on "Twins," "Big Shots," "Ghostbusters" and "Legal

Eagles." Kahn won the British Academy Award for "One Flew

Over the Cuckoo's Nest," which he co—edited, and he's been

nominated twice for an Oscar: for "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's

Nest" and "Out of Africa," which he also co—edited.

Among his other credits are "The Electric Horseman,"

"Absence of Malice," "Private Benjamin" and "Same Time, Next

Year." Kahn co-edited "La Bamba," and he also co-produced and

edited the recently released "Casual Sex?," on which Reitman

served as executive producer.

Editor DQNN CAMBERN grew up in a musical family, which

led to his working as an apprentice music editor, cutting

music on various television shows. He was offered his first

feature in 1966, "2000 Years Later," and has been an editor

ever since. Some of his credits include "Easy Rider," "Drive,

He Said," "The Last Picture Show," "The Hindenburg," "Hooper,"

"Cannonball Run," "Tempest," "Romancing the Stone," "Jo Jo

Dancer, Your Life Is Calling," "Harry and the Hendersons,"

"Casual Sex?," "Feds," "Twins" and, now, "Ghostbusters II."
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A member of the Directors Guild, Cambern is on the Board

of Governors of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and

Sciences and serves as the secretary of the board.

Director of photography MIQHAELLQEBMAN was nominated for

a Best Cinematography Oscar for "Raging Bull" and was also the

cinematographer of "The Last Detail," "Taxi Driver," "Invasion

of the Body Snatchers," "Personal Best," "Dead Men Don't Wear

Plaid," "The Man With Two Brains," "The Lost Boys," "Shoot to

Kill" and "Scrooged," among others.

Chapman made his motion picture directorial debut in 1983

with "A11 the Right Moves" and was the director of "Clan of

the Cave Bear." Chapman began his film career as a New York

camera operator working with cinematographer Gordon Willis on

such films as "The Godfather," "Klute" and "Little Murders."

Production designer BO WELSH, who studied architecture

before taking a studio job to break into film, designed the

eerie environments for "Beetlejuice" and "The Lost Boys," as

well as the homey surroundings in "The Accidental Tourist."

As an art director, Welch has worked on such films as "The

Color Purple," for which he received an Oscar nomination,

"Violets Are Blue," "Best Defense," "Swing Shift," "Deal of

the Century," "The Star Chamber," "Chilly Scenes of Winter"

and "Mommie Dearest."
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"Ghostbusters II's" special visual effects, is the special-

effects division of George Lucas' Lucasfilm Ltd. Formed in

1975 to provide visual effects for "Star Wars," ILM has worked

its magic on more than 40 films, including such box-office

hits as the "Star Wars" trilogy, "Raiders of the Lost Ark,"

"Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom," "Indiana Jones and the

Last Crusade," "E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial," "Star Trek II,

III and IV," "Cocoon," "Back to the Future" and "Who Framed

Roger Rabbit?"

’ In addition to its work on films and TV shows, ILM

created the "Star Tours" attraction for Disneyland.

Over the years, ILM, which has developed many innovative

special-effects production tools and techniques, has received

nine Academy Awards, four technical achievement awards from

the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, four British

Academy Awards and two Emmy Awards.

Located in Marin County in Northern California, ILM has a

creative force that includes artists, designers, modelmakers,

animators, engineers, editors, matte painters and computer

graphics experts.

Costume designer §LQ31A_§B§ Au recently designed the

clothes for the successful comedy "Twins" and the comedy-

adventure film "Midnight Run." She began designing for

Broadway and off-Broadway productions before working on the
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films "The Wiz" and "Just Tell Me What You Want" for designer

Tony Walton.

Gresham's film credits include "The Brink's Job," "Urban

Cowboy," "The Escape Artist," "Zorro, the Gay Blade," "Diner,"

"Author! Authorl," "Without a Trace," "Footloose," "The

Natural," "Body Double," "Fletch," "Eight Million Ways to

Die," "Outrageous Fortune" and "Tin Men."

Associate producer/unit production manager gQ3QQN_WE§B,

the son of the late producer/director Harry S. Webb, got his

start in motion pictures in 1955 as an assistant director on

Columbia Pictures' "Jubal Troop." In television Webb worked

as an assistant director/production manager on the "Perry

Mason" series.

Resisting the temptation to raise, train and race

thoroughbred horses full time, Webb returned to the television

industry in the dual capacities of assistant director and

production manager for "The Wild, Wild West," "Mission:

Impossible" and "Gunsmoke."

He was the production manager of the features "Enemy of

the People," "Making Love," "The Buddy System" and "The Evil

That Men Do." Webb co-produced the recently released comedy

"The Couch Trip" and was associate producer of "Brubaker,"

"Modern Problems," "Fletch," "Wildcats" and "The Golden

Child," as well as the comedy hit "Twins."
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Composer RANDY EDELMAN began his professional music

career as an arranger and conductor for Judy Carne, Jim

Nabors, Bobbi Gentry and Jackie Deshannon. As a solo artist,

he has released over a dozen LPs internationally, and he has

performed on television and at concert halls around the world.

His songs have been performed and recorded by Barry Manilow,

Olivia Newton-John, Patti LaBelle, The Carpenters, Shirley

Bassey, Nancy Wilson, Blood, Sweat & Tears and Bing Crosby.

His television scoring has included work on the Emmy

Award-winning ABC Schoolbreak Special "All the Kids Do It," as

well as "MacGyver," "Mr. Sunshine," "Ryan's Four" and the HBO

series "Maximum Security."

Edelman's feature film work has been showcased in "Twins"

(scored with Georges Delerue), "Troop Beverly Hills," "Feds,"

"The Chipmunk Movie," "Executive Action" and "Outside In."

"Ghostbusters II" is a Columbia Pictures presentation of

an Ivan Reitman Film starring Bill Murray, Dan Aykroyd,

Sigourney Weaver, Harold Ramis and Rick Moranis. Also

starring are Ernie Hudson, Annie Potts and Peter MacNicol.

Ivan Reitman produced and directed the comedy from a

screenplay by Harold Ramis and Dan Aykroyd. The executive

producers are Bernie Brillstein, Joe Medjuck and Michael C.

Gross.
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